WINE
LIST

WINE LIST
WHITE WINE

RED WINE

5. 00

6. 65

19.5 0

hints of white flowers and tropical fruit on the nose and a crisp,
yet delicate finish make this an easy-drinking treat!

PINOT GRIGIO,
SANVIGILIO ITALY

SOF T & JUI CY

SO FT & JU IC Y

DRY & CRI S P

VIURA,
CASTILLO DE PIEDRA SPAIN

ROSÉ WINE

5.15

6.85

20.00

lightly aromatic with ripe stone fruit and citrus characters. a zesty,
easy to drink dry white wine with considerable texture and soft,
lightly honeyed fruit on the finish.

SAUVIGNON BLANC,
6.50
8.65
CLOUD FACTORY MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

25.50

alive with aromas of stone fruit and minerals with flavours of guava
and lime. perfumed, fresh and elegant

GAVI ʻLA LANCELOTTA’,
PIEMONTE ITALY

26.00

gorgeous and refined with notes of perfumed green apples,
grapefruit and sweet spices

MELON BLANC,
PIERRE GADAIS FRANCE

28.00

muscadet with its ‘natural’ hat on. organically grown, fermented
with wild yeast and uncommon in the region, bottled early without
lees ageing. fresh, zesty and perfect to sip on its own or ideally to
pair with any seafood

CHABLIS,
PAUL DELOUX FRANCE

37.00

from the most northerly sector of burgundy, this wine is fermented
and matured without oak to preserve the characteristic flinty style

PINOT GRIS,
SHARPHAM ESTATE ENGLAND

45.00

an english gem bursting with tangy citrus flavours. perfect to enjoy
on its own or with fish and shellfish

SAUVINON BLANC,
CLOUDY BAY NEW ZEALAND

58.00

crisp and intensely fruity, this sauvignon blanc is a new zealand star.
elegant, crisp, perfect and still a head-turner

TEMPRANILLO ,
EL VELERO SPAIN

5 .0 0

6 .6 5

cherry-red tempranillo that shows strawberry and fruits of the forest

MERLOT, AIMERY FRANCE

5.65
7.50
22.00
fresh, ripe yellow fruit flavours with a hint of lime and plum, as well
as some leafy herbal notes. lean, grassy and zippy

CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
CAPE HEIGHTS SOUTH AFRICA

6.15

8.15

VERMENTINO, COLOMBARD
CASTILLO DE PIEDRA SPAIN

5. 75

7. 65 22.5 0

TANNAT,
AMAUTA ABSOLUTO ARGENTINA

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO RIPASSO,
CAPITEL DELLA CROSARA ITALY

RIOJA,
VEGA PIEDRA SPAIN

PINOT NOIR GRAN RESERVA,
NOVAS CHILE

bright ruby red with attractive aromas of berries, strawberries and
notes of spice and cocoa. bursts of fruit layered with earthiness
27.00

hand picked organic monastrell (aka mourvèdre) from the dusty
hot jumilla region in southern spain. rich, generous and spicy - we
love the mix of plums, figs and bramble fruit in this natural wine
4 9 .0 0

beautifully developed with dark fruit, herbal aromas and toasty oak
notes. the finish is long and persistent, with the purity of fruit
conveying real elegance

MALBEC,
PABLO Y WALTER ARGENTINA

6 .6 5

27.00
an exceptional portuguese albariño that rivals spain’s finest. bright,
zesty and superb value

STRANGE BRU,
FERNAO PIRES SOUTH AFRICA

29.00

a real ditch discovery. celebrating the charms of this portuguese
grape on the cape, originally planted for brandy production. juicy
and peachy with minerality - a great all-rounder. strange yet
hugely satisfying

RICH & CO M P L E X

CHENIN BLANC,
CULLINAN VIEW SOUTH AFRICA

20.0 0

5.75

7.65

22.50

subtle aroma of light white peach and plums with a suggestion of
coconut. a well-balanced, medium bodied dry white wine

AUSTRALIA

40.00

brilliantly quirky orange wine from the outstanding alpha box &
dice crew. the semillon & viognier are fermented naturally on
skins for three weeks before maturing. expect texture and
tannins - it’s red wine-making applied to white wine

POUILLY-FUISSE GRANDE RESERVE,
MAILLETTES FRANCE

60.00

creamy and buttery with a lovely touch of oak that adds a slightly
nutty character to this beautiful wine. rich but restrained, there is a
real elegance and a sense of quality that shines right through to
the end

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ,
MIRABELLO ITALY

5.40

7.15

21.00

strawberry and bramble aromas lead on to delicate juicy, red berry
characters on the palate with a slight creaminess and a crisp dry
finish.

RIOJA ROSADO,
ONTAÑÓN SPAIN

29.00

clarete is an officially classified style of rosado – well known in
rioja but rarely found outside the region. a stunning, dry and
fruity rosé from one of rioja’s most progressive producers

C H A M PAG N E
& S PA R K L I N G
1 2 5 ml

PROSECCO,
VIGNANA ITALY

5.10

27.50

stylish, sophisticated italian fizz, sourced from some of the best
vineyards in the region. light and elegant with a lovely fresh aroma
of pears

SPARKLING ROSÉ,
DOLCE COLLINE ITALY

5 .5 0

3 0 .0 0

a fine and elegant fizz made with prosecco’s glera grapes and a
dash of brachetto

CL ASS I C CHAMPAGNE

1 2 5 ml

LOUIS DORNIER ET FILS BRUT 8 .8 5
5 0 .0 0
a light, fresh, vigorously youthful champagne with a fine, elegant,
slightly lemony nose, lively mousse and long, crisp palate
LOUIS DORNIER ET FILS BRUT ROSÉ

7 .8 5

2 3 .0 0

medium-to-full-bodied with a big punch of crushed cranberry &
blackcurrant and a good dash of spice. soft, silky and elegant
8 .8 5

2 6 .0 0

dangerously drinkable mendoza malbec laced with rich and vibrant
fruit flavours

ZINFANDEL, CLINE USA

35.00
classic cali zin. ripe, luscious fruit, big and bold. a juicy red that
doesn’t disappoint

NEBBIOLO, FOG AUSTRALIA

45.00
barolo’s aussie cousin, with shares many similarities but with its
own unique identity. dynamic and perfumed red from the guys
at alpha box & dice whose plan is to craft a wine for every letter
of the alphabet. best enjoyed with meaty, savoury dishes

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA,

deliciously fresh and creamy with peachy fruit character. a classic
south african style

A L B E RT’S
‘A - L I ST’

2 6 .5 0

PRISMA MONASTRELL,
JUMILLA SPAIN

2 0 .0 0

2 3 .5 0

a great joven rioja. bright bramble fruit and seasoned with a sprinkle
of spice

5 .9 0

SEMILLON VIOGNIER,
GOLDEN MULLET FURY

8 .0 0

6 .8 5

moderate sweetness is balanced with mouth-watering freshness
and flavours of lucious watermelon, strawberry and redcurrant.

MODE RN & VI BRANT
6 .0 0

SHIRAZ,
SOLDIER’S BLOCK AUSTRALIA

ALBARIÑO, VILA NOVA PORTGUAL

5 .1 5

34.00

SMO OTH & FR U ITY

PICPOUL DE PINET,
RÉSERVE MIROU FRANCE

citrussy and full-bodied with delicious ripe fruit and herbal aromas

WHITE ZINFANDEL,
LAVENDER HILL USA

aromas of almonds, black fruits, chocolate and cinnamon lead to
an array of cherry, spices and vanilla on the palate.

C H U N K Y & IN TEN SE

CHARDONNAY RESERVE,
MOUNTBRIDGE AUSTRALIA

27.50

sensational, versatile red from some of the highest vineyards in
the world which give the wines profound colour and beautiful
aromatics. immensely drinkable and perfect with dishes from
the grill

this medium wine is light and youthful with bold aromas of apple
and banana and just a hint of sweetness
23.50

24.00

expressive cabernet crammed full of varietal character and finesse

RIOJA GRAN RESERVA,
ONTAÑÓN (2005) SPAIN

FR UIT Y & ARO M AT IC

1 9 .5 0

PRÁ (2011) ITALY

55.00
delicious summer-berry fruit aromas with citrus undertones and a
7 5 .0 0
fresh lingering finish
ma g n u m 1 5 0 .0 0

VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL
a rather famous champagne for all the right
reasons – a richer, more flavoursome fizz
with layers of baked apple and a nice
touch of cream on the finish

LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVÉE BRUT

7 0 .0 0
delicate on the nose with aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by
hints of honeysuckle with notes of white peach and richer citrus
flavours

LAURENT PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ BRUT

1 0 0 .0 0
delicately blue pink rosé, thanks to a brief encounter with the grape
skins – flowery, fragrant and dry. this rosé is rich and complex with a
soft fruit flavour

DOM PÉRIGNON
80.00

250.00
a big, rich treat of a wine – layers of fruit, biscuit, honey and toasty
notes combine for an unforgettable experience

ALCOHOL FREE
SPARKLING WINE

ROSÉ WINE

CODORNÍU ZERO

NATUREO ROSADO, TORRES
20.50
fresh and light, with ripe red and black fruit flavours and 0.0% abv

WHITE WINE

RED WINE

NATUREO MUSCAT, TORRES

NATUREO SYRAH, TORRES

18.00
An alcohol free sparkling wine showing fresh sweet tropical fruit,
apple and citrus flavours

20.50
green apples, peaches and citrus, bright and refreshing finish very sophisticated flavours and 0.0% abv

all the highlighted wines are ‘albert’s a-list’, which come highly recommended. we work very
closely with boutinot, an award winning wine merchant. together we are striving to find you the
very best individual and hand-crafted wines

20.50
shows lovely, lively hedgerow fruit on a well balanced and juicy
palate and 0.0% abv

these wines will be decanted at your table
all wines served in 175ml or 250ml measures unless otherwise stated
125ml measures also available • vintages may vary

